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Abstract. The paper describes the program ‘eHealth – Enhancing Mobility with
Aging’, an interdisciplinary research project at RWTH Aachen University. The
program started in January 2009 as part of the Human Technology Centre, a
newly established project house, funded by the Excellence Initiative of the
German federal and state governments. The program aims at designing adaptive
immersive interfaces for personal healthcare systems and develops novel, integrative prototypes for the design of user-centered healthcare systems. This
includes new concepts of electronic monitoring systems within ambient living
environments, suited to support persons individually (according to user
profiles), adaptively (according to the course of disease) and sensitively
(according to living conditions).
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1 Motivation and Starting Point
Due to increased life expectancy and improved general health states of citizens, more
and more old and frail people will need medical care in the near future [1]. At the
same time, considerable bottlenecks arise from the fact that increasingly fewer people
are present, who may take over the nursing [2]. In order to master the requirements of
an aging society, innovations in information and communication as well as medical
engineering technologies come to the fore, which offer novel or improved medical
diagnosis, therapy, treatments and rehabilitation possibilities [3, 4].
Though, recent research shows that acceptance barriers are prevalent, which might be
due to the fact that development praxis predominately focuses on technical feasibility,
while the “human factor” in these systems is fairly underdeveloped. In order to fully
exploit the potential of e-health applications, acceptance and usability issues of ehealth applications need to be considered, especially for older users, who have specific needs and requirements regarding usability and acceptance issues [5,6,7]. As the
knowledge about the antecedents of e-health acceptance and utilization behavior is
restricted, it is necessary to explore acceptance and the fit of e-health technology
within homes and private spheres [8,9,10].

2 Interdisciplinary Research Approach
Due to the complexity of the topic the interdisciplinary research concept includes
three complimentary strategies: (1) Methodological Strategy: The project bridges
competencies of different disciplines in order to develop a truly interdisciplinary
approach for a human-centered development of future healthcare technologies. (2)
Spatial Strategy: As a continuous exchange of ideas is needed, and the disciplinary
perspectives have to be transformed into an interdisciplinary methodology, a new
research house, the Human Technology Centre, was created that allows the teams to
research under one roof. At the same time, researchers maintain close relationships to
their “home” institutes, enabling continuous exchange of disciplinary and
interdisciplinary knowledge. (3) Educational Strategy: Through its integration into
the academic context, the e-health program offers young academics the opportunity to
participate in interdisciplinary research quite early in the educational process. In
addition, new teaching concepts, as, e.g., the interdisciplinary school of methods,
foster holistic education concepts and form the next generation of researchers.

3 Research Scope
The three-year research plan focuses on homecare solutions for patients with chronic
heart disease as a key application with high clinical demand, recurrent hospital stays,
high morbidity, and mortality. Due to ageing, incidence and prevalence is considerably increasing [11]. The project follows a multidisciplinary approach regarding the
development of user-centered smart healthcare technologies, which integrate perspectives of different disciplines, including computer science, medicine, engineering,
psychology, communication science and architecture.
The research duties aim at age-sensitive concepts for technical devices within living
environments enabling old and ill patients suffering from chronic heart disease to live
independently at home. Devices should be perceived as personally helpful, supportive, safe, and secure and should evoke feelings of trust and reliability, while at the
same time respect patients’ desire for intimacy, independence, and dignity. In
addition, the way devices are communicating with their owners must be easily
understandable at any time. Devices are conceptualized as context-adaptive, smart
and immersive. Thus, they are not only communicating with patients, but also with
the environment (furniture, walls, floor), family members, doctors or emergency
personnel.
The main issues addressed within the project are the systematic evaluation and consecutive optimization of the interrelation of medical, environmental, technical, communicative, psychological and social factors and their consequences for the design,
use and acceptance of personal healthcare systems.

4 Methodology
To examine how patients communicate with walls, how they deal with invisible technology and how the information is to be delivered such that it meets the requirements
of timeliness, data protection, dignity as well as medical demands, we need an
experimental space, which enables to study patients “life at home”. A full-scale

prototype room as part of a smart apartment will be developed to test various smart
healthcare systems. The room consists of a simulated home environment, which
enables researchers to use experimental interfaces with test persons of different ages
and health states. Out of validity reasons, the experimental space is of central
importance, as patients and carers need to experience and “feel” the technology to be
used, in order to fairly evaluate it [12]. Further, persons might overemphasize their
sensitiveness towards privacy violations if judgments only rely on the imagination of
using it [13].
Therefore, different evaluation methods and scenarios will be used, ranging from
empirical and experimental procedures, psychometric testing, questionnaire methods
and behavioral observations. In order to realize this ambient living concepts, which
represent the daily situation of the patients at home, communication and interaction
mechanisms as well as bio signals have to be integrated into architectural concepts
and components (furniture, walls, floor).
The design follows several cycles in which the technological design is carefully
harmonized and weighted with acceptance, and/or usability demands. Patients
differing in gender, age, health status, emotional and cognitive factors, and severity of
disease will be involved in the design cycles. In a first step, we concentrate on the two
opposite ends of the design space, a small personal device (“a medical helper”) and an
interactive wall, with which patients can directly interact. In a second step, a smart
floor will be included to complement the smart environment.

5 Conceptualization and First Steps in the Living Lab
Currently, first technical components of the intelligent home environment are built.
As such, interacting mechanisms, cognitive ergonomic issues of the interface, but also
spatial, architectonical and communication demands are discussed, conceptualized,
realized and iteratively tested. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the living lab (left and right)
as well as an application example, in which a patient at home consults his doctor,
using the interactive wall as communication medium (middle).

Fig. 1. Sketches of the living lab.

From a medical-engineering perspective, a flexible, home-based therapy assistance
system for people with different health and life conditions has to be created. The
medical focus considers a broad range of disease states, ranging from persons with
beginning coronary, ischaemic or hypertensive heart diseases, heart failures or

congenital heart diseases up to high-urgency transplant patients. Though the medical
focus is on chronic heart patients, the system is open for a much larger range of users.
The sensoric part of the system consists of biosensors that acquire patients’ vital data.
A special middleware merges different data streams and analyses the data on a central
processor unit. The actoric part provides therapeutic advises to the patient and, in case
of blood pump patients, optimizes the performance of the mechanical assistive device
based on patients’ actual vital conditions. Our field studies [14] in leading heart
centres (Bad Oeynhausen, Germany and Leuven University, Belgium) showed that
four prominent vital parameters are essential: blood pressure, blood coagulation, body
temperature, and weight. To achieve this, various state-of-the-art sensor technologies
for non-contact or minimal invasive vital data monitoring will be evaluated in our
living lab. In parallel, first studies regarding users’ acceptance of medical home
technology are currently running, which take users of different age, upcoming and
health states into account.
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